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ohhj cegh r”c ovrct b”zku          hukv ejmh r”c krgp b”zk 

 

IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Midrash (Koheles 4:9) illustrates: sjtv in ohbav ohcuy (two 
are better than one) with practical examples, such as the study of 
Torah (better with a Chavrusa ), business (better with a partner) 
and marriage (better than to be single). As Resh Lakish said 
(Kidushin 7a) uknrt c,hnkn us iy c,hnk cy - a woman prefers 
sitting as a couple to sitting alone. The Midrash also adds that we 
see from Hashem’s huum to Moshe and Aharon regarding Korban 
Pesach (irvt ktu van kt ‘v rnthu), that it is better to address a  
Parsha to two people, rather than to one. Why then is most of the 
Torah transmitted via: rntk van kt ‘v rcshu ? The Gemara (Bava 
Basra 24b) implies that too many cooks spoil etc... by  stating: 
hrhre tku hnhnj tk hp,ua hcs trhse - the pot of partners is not hot 
nor cold, because each one assumes the other will take care of it 
(Rashi), implying that partnerships are not a good thing. However, 
the concept of a ,up,ua is praised in Bava Metzia (105a), in a 
situation where one of two partners wished to withdraw, and the 
other was permitted to stop him by arguing that the kzn of two 
partners is greater than the kzn of each individual partner. Clearly, 
the advantage of two over one is significant, both in terms of kzn 
as well as from a practical perspective. Yet, the example of the 
lukewarm pot is to emphasize how each partner must still pull 
his/her end as if they were pulling alone, while all the while 
pulling for the good of the partnership. Rashi comments that the 
only reason Aharon was mentioned in the Korban Pesach huum was 
because he had worked hard alongside Moshe in Egypt, helping to 
perform the ohxb. Though all mitzvos must be transmitted through 
Moshe, the Midrash praises a situation where a Parsha’s address 
includes Moshe’s partner, who shared in the honor for sharing in 
the work.   

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
Whom should one (or a Kehilah) choose for a Rav/Posek: one 
who is a x”ac hec or one who is a sharper isnk ?    

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(Whom should one help first to say Viduy: a Tzadik or Rasha ?)  
The Chochmas Shlomo (s”uh 335) ruled to help the Rasha first, 
because he definitely needs to say Viduy, and such is also implied 
in the Posuk: cureku eujrk ouka ouka, which places the eujr – the 
one further from Hashem, before the cure.   

DIN'S CORNER:  
If one has two Esrogim to choose from, if one is exactly the 
minimum size (of an egg) and the other is bigger, he must spend 
up to a third more, to purchase the bigger one. He might have to 
do the same when one is more Hadar than the other. However, 
once one has purchased an Esrog that is larger than an egg, he 
need not spend any more to purchase another that is bigger or 
more Hadar. (The GRA may disagree) If one spends more than a 
third for a better Esrog, whatever he spends over a third, will be 
reimbursed to him from Hashem in his life. (MB 656:5-6)  

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Gemara (Bava Basra 61b) states that a man once sold a piece 
of land, writing in the sales contract that he was selling "the land 
of Chiya's house". As it happened, Chiya owned two parcels of 
land, both referred to and known as belonging to "Chiya's house". 
Did “land of” include both ? Rav Ashi ruled that we look at the 
language precisely, and since he had written "land" instead of 
"lands", only one piece of property had been sold. A man once 
bequeathed in his will: b”fvcc hk aha hnuen (my place that I have in 
Shul) to his son Zalman, on condition that Zalman light a candle 
for him in the Shul annually and arrange to have someone study at 
that spot the entire day of the Yahrtzeit. Zalman's brother argued 
that the bequest only covered the father's own seat in Shul, but not 
the place owned by the father in the Ezras Nashim (women’s 
section) since he had only specified hnuen  - my place, an 
argument apparently supported by the above ruling of Rav Ashi. 
In the ensuing Din Torah, the Yehudah Yaaleh (j”ut 31) 
disagreed with Zalman’s brother, citing the Gemara (Sotah 2a) 
which states the following rule: if the word sjt appearing in the 
Posuk: ahtc sjt sg oueh tk seems redundant (because sg  is 
already singular), why then did the Torah state sjt ? The Gemara 
answers: To establish that where the Torah says sg without sjt it 
means two witnesses (i.e. legal testimony), and where the Torah 
wishes to specify only one witness, it will add on the word sjt. 
R’ Assad suggests that the same concept can be applied to the 
Posuk: sjt ouen kt … ohnv uueh, explaining that adding the word 
sjt after ouen, even though ouen is already singular, also serves 
to establish that ouen without sjt means more than one, just as sg 
without sjt means more than one. As such, Zalman was entitled 
to both seats in the Shul, since hnuen included them both.   

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
When a young couple gave birth to a son, they approached the Ribnitzer 
Rebbe and asked that he honor them by being Sandek at the Bris. The 
Rebbe agreed, and the parents also mentioned that they were undecided 
about a name for their child. Their choices were Mordechai Shlomo, to 
name him after the previous Boyaner Rebbe ZTL, or Yehudah, after a 
brother who had died young. The Ribnitzer told them that he would 
think about it and let them know at the Bris. When the time came for the 
child to be named, the Ribnitzer Rebbe, who was giving the name, 
seemed to ignore both choices and called him Moshe. The shocked 
parents asked for an explanation, so the Rebbe told them that he himself 
had no children and was thus unable to give a name after his own father, 
Moshe, so he had named this child for his father, and at the same time, 
the letters of van are the initials of vsuv(h) vnka hfsrn, which were 
their choices. The parents were still not fully appeased, so the Rebbe 
blessed them that they would have more children and be able to give 
both names, as they had intended, which they did. 
P.S. Sholosh Seudos sponsored on Shabbos Chol HaMoed and 
Shabbos Bereishis by the Sternberg family.  


